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Abstract
In order to increase the efficiency of the model development and the deployment process of model-based applications, a model repository and a model catalogue will be developed as part of the CoPro framework. These will help to manage and reuse already developed models and methods, providing formal information about the model descriptions, the algorithms and constraints related to models and model parameters. The model descriptions include amongst others model quality aspects specified in WP1. This report describes the requirement specification and based on that the functional design specification of the CoPro Model Management Platform.
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1 Executive summary

The goal of task 5.3 within WP 5 of CoPro is to develop a model management platform in order to provide information about catalogues and repositories of models. The goal is to increase the transparency of all model based applications within a company and to support the reuse of models. Using a web based platform, relevant information of model based applications should be given in an intuitive and easily explorable way.

Since month 12 of the CoPro project a systematic approach to specify the requirements for the Model Management Platform and based on this a first functional design specification were developed. Both tasks were performed by using innovative methods of project management. To obtain a requirement specification in an effective and sustainable manner, a web based requirement specification tool was provided to the partners. This approach was proved and tested successfully before in task 5.2 to develop the CoPro Integration Platform.

2 Requirement Specification

The development of a requirement specification for the CoPro model management platform was made from the users’ point of view. In order to collect and prioritise requirements for the usage of the CoPro Model Management Platform the same interactive web based Requirement Specification Platform « Mantis » was implemented as we used for the CoPro Integration Framework.

2.1 Management of the requirement specification phase

The resulting web based user interface is shown in the screenshot below. The requirement specification platform can be used by the partners for all tasks within WP5 during the whole project.
**Figure 1:** Web based User Interface for an agile Requirement Specification Process.
2.2 Results of the Requirement Specification

The following requirements were specified by the CoPro team, in particular by the partners involved in task 5.3.

Requirements for User Interface:

R 1. A web based user interface to explore model base applications should be provided without need to install additional software

R 2. It should be possible to browse models and projects using model based applications

R 3. It should be possible to search models by attributes using different filter

R 4. It should be possible to upload new models and versions

R 5. It should be possible to edit attributes as meta data describing models

Model Description Requirements:

R 6. The model management platform should differ between model metadata and application data

R 7. Models should be described by at least the following information:
   - ID
   - Author [Name, Email, Company]
   - Description
   - Version History
   - Functions the model consists of
   - For each Function
     a. Set of Input Parameter [Name, Datatype, Unit]
     b. Set of Output Parameter [Name, Datatype, Unit]
   - Link to source code (e.g. link to Subversion repository)
   - Format (e.g. Matlab 2014a Compiler 32bit DLL)

R 8. Version history of models should be transparent

Platform Functional Features:

R 9. Model description data should be stored on a central data base

R 10. The platform should provide a user and policy management

R 11. Only users with an appropriate permission can add or import models
R 12. Simulation/Calculation server should periodically check repository for new versions

R 13. The platform should provide an open interface to provide model information for other tools

3 Functional Design Specification

Based on the first requirement specifications provided by the partners, a functional design specification was proposed by partner LeiKon and approved by the partners who are involved in task 5.3.

3.1 Base Technology

The model management platform will be implemented using the Java programming language and the Eclipse framework. The user interface will be web-based using the Eclipse RAP (Remote Application Platform). With this design all data is stored on a central server and all authorized users can access the application using their web browser without installing new software on their computers. An SQL database will be used to store model metadata and application data (e.g. user management information). The model files itself will be stored in the filesystem of the server.

3.2 Data Model

The core of the model management platform is the database design. A database of process models and model based application was developed in several iterative design loops. The database contains ready-to-use model files, searchable metadata and version history. An important design decision was that the database shouldn't contain source code of models (e.g. “.m files” of Matlab). The main reason is that most of the model development tools itself contain features for version control and management. An additional source code version management would imply risks of inconsistencies and additional effort. Instead existing source code repositories can be linked, so that an unambiguous access to a valid source code can be obtained.

The figure below describes the core of the developed data model of the model management platform. The main elements, their most important attributes and the relationships between the data model elements will be described in more detail.
Figure 2: Core of the Data Model
Objects and their attributes:

Model

The Model is the central object class of the model management platform. It is identified by a unique name but can also have a shorter label for displaying purposes. A describing text and a list of associated keywords (e.g. “Furnace”) can be added by the user. So users can explore the database and find models that suit their application needs. Further documentation and the source code repository of the model can be referenced as hyperlinks.

The ModelOrigin of a specific model class refers to the software that created it (e.g. Matlab). A model consists of one or more Functions and can be referenced by any number of Projects. The actual Files that comprise a model can change over time and are therefore referenced by a ModelVersion.

Function

A Function is an entry point of a model – data is passed to the function, then a computation or simulation is performed on the data which results in new data that is returned from the function. The data that is passed to the function is referred to as (the list of) Parameters. The returned data is called (the list of) results. Results are in a data model point of view also parameter. A Function has a name (which matches the technical name in the model file) and a description. Each parameter and result has a name, description and optionally a unit (e.g. kg/m³). Also the DataType (e.g. integer or floating point number) and array or matrix dimensions are noted.

Version

A Model has at least one (the initial) ModelVersion, e.g. “1.0”. In general a model can be improved and refined over time. Each time a set of changes intended for deployment is made, a new version is created. A version is created by one or multiple Authors, each identified by name, email address and company. The authors of all versions of a model comprise the authors of the model. When creating a new version, the authors give it a name (e.g. “1.3”) and describe the changes made since the last version. The timestamp of the version is automatically added by the model management platform. Optionally, the corresponding version in a source control system can be referenced as a hyperlink.

In general it is not possible to track a source control system with the intent of automatically creating new versions in the model management platform from versions in the source control system. The reason is that the results of packaging steps (e.g. Matlab library export) are typically not stored in the source control system.

When creating a new version the authors upload one or more Files to the model management platform. In most cases the platform can automatically detect which Functions of a model are contained in the uploaded file(s). A file has one or more specific Formats
which describe how the file can be loaded by e.g. a simulation platform and access the contained functions.

Auxiliary files related to a model version can be given a description and uploaded or referenced as hyperlink (if a storage system for these files already exists). Examples for such files include documentation, test and simulation logs as well as data files used for model generation.

Examples describing file formats:

**Matlab**

A format describing a Matlab export consists of:

i. The Matlab version (e.g. 2014a)
ii. The export type (Compiler or Coder)
iii. The system architecture (Windows 32bit, Linux 64bit, ...)

In order to enable uploading multiple formats of a Matlab model to the model management platform it is allowed to upload multiple files for one version as long as each function is uniquely available for each format.

A Matlab file could have the format “Matlab Compiler 2014a 32bit”

**FMU (functional mockup interface) model**

An FMU format consists of the system architecture (Windows 32bit, Linux 64bit, ...). Since an FMU file can bundle model implementations for multiple system architectures the model management platform allows one file to have multiple formats.

One FMU file could have the formats “FMU Windows 32bit”, “FMU Windows 64bit” and “FMU Linux ARMv7”.

The model management platform can validate whether an uploaded version of a model contains all functions of the model in all supported formats.

**Project**

A *Project* is an organisational object that allows grouping models for a specific application, e.g. “Efficiency Improvements of R20 in 2018”. Projects are organized in *Directories* which behave like directories on a computer hard disk. In addition to their name projects can have a *description text*. The relationship between *Projects* and *Models* is many-to-many, i.e. a project can have multiple models and a model can belong to (or be used by) multiple projects, facilitating reusability.
3.2 User Interface

The functional design specification of the required User Interface will be described by sketches. The sketches were discussed and iterative improved with partners of task 5.3.

Once a user is authorized at the web-based user interface, he can use a customizable home screen. From here, a user can reach the projects view (see left area in Figure 3) and the model search area (see main view in Figure 3).

In the projects view Figure 3: Project View the directory structure is represented as a tree. Directories can be expanded and collapsed as in a typical file explorer. When a project is selected its description and also a list of all models used by the project will be displayed. The list of models can be used as an entry point to view details of specific models. In addition users with the appropriate permission can add or import models (the latter extracts metadata from an already existing model file).
The model view (c.f. Figure 4) displays all important information about a model at one glance. The description, links, keywords and contributing authors are displayed at the top. The next section lists the functions that comprise the model. Upon selection, the details of a function are displayed. These include its description, parameters and results. Parameters and results are displayed in a table format so that their attributes (unit etc.) are visible. The last section consists of a table of all available versions of the model. Here, the changes since the previous version and the available format can be seen. Also the download page of that version can be reached by a link. A new version can be uploaded via a button.
The search view (c.f. Figure 5) consists of an input field and a list of search results. The user enters one or more search terms in the input field and gets a list of all models whose name, description or key words match the search terms. A result can be selected in order to navigate to its detail page.
The upload view (c.f. Figure 6) is used to upload a new version of a model. As described above, a version has a name, a description of changes and a list of contributing authors. After inputting these, the user can upload the files of the version. The model management platform automatically detects the file format and the contained functions. When all files are uploaded the user saves the version which is then available for other users of the platform.

### 3.3 API

In order to provide model information for other tools or to enable deployments of models to other systems (e.g. simulation platforms, online data coupler ...) a web-based API (Application Programmers Interface) will be implemented in the model management platform. This API allows listing and searching of the model meta data and also downloading of the model files, thus enabling fully automatic deployment of models once they are uploaded to the model management platform. A simulation platform with an appropriate module can periodically check the web-API for new versions of used models and download them when they are available.